
Dear reaDers!

March 2011: another 
recorD of Ice area 

MInIMuM set

This is the first issue of new monthly electronic publica-
tion by WWF Russia – the Russian Arctic Bulletin. Fu-
ture division of the Arctic is in the focus of politicians, 
its proved and expected mineral reserves are being 

March is the month of maximum ice extent in the Arc-
tic. This year brought a new record. About 20 March ice 
area reached its maximum and started to decline. That’s 
why the state as on 15 March should be acknowledged 
maximum and a new record. The ice extent was a bit 
over 13.1 million square kilometers and by 20 March 
it has already declined below 12.8 million square kilo-
meters. Earlier in 2006 and 2007 extent minimum was 
about 13.3 million square kilometers. 

fought for by largest transnational companies, indigenous peoples’ statements of their 
rights grow louder. We – Russian environmental organization being a part of the larg-
est network represented in almost 100 countries including all Arctic countries – have 
also decided to put our word in. 
This electronic publication addresses our work in the Arctic as well as events and planned activities 
connected with this vulnerable and important ecoregion.

The major part of news in the first issue of the bulletin addresses climate change matters as it is the 
most crucial problem for the Arctic these days. 

In the future we will also present our viewpoint regarding production of hydrocarbons in the arctic 
basin, expected intensification of maritime traffic, situation with future of the fishery.  

Surely in this and other issues we will tell about animals inhabiting the Arctic and about activities 
of arctic environmental community in our country and worldwide. 

The bulletin is published free of charge and we will be grateful for assistance in its dissemination 
and promotion.

Over past 30 years global climate change has “eaten” 1 million square kilometers of maximum 
ice area and whole 2 million square kilometers of minimum ice area observed in September. De-
tailed studies carried out by Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute (AARI) prove this trend as 
well. At AARI website one can see real-time ice thickness maps (ref. www.aari.ru); on 22 March 
there was less ice than in mid-March. Unlike situation which was typical 20 years ago there is 
almost twice less multi-year ice. Almost all of it is now concentrated in Canadian sector of the 
Arctic and in the North Pole area.

Sincerely yours,  Igor Chestin,  
CEO WWF-Russia, Academician of the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences.
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northern heMIsphere sea Ice area

Source: USA National Snow and Ice Data Center based on NASA satellite data  

http://arctic.atmos.uiuc.edu/cryosphere/

natural MonuMent KaMMenny 
GoroD (stone town) 

establIsheD In the nenets 
autonoMous DIstrIct wIth 

wwf support

In February the Archangelsk Region Government ap-
proved the regulation on new protected area of almost 
five thousand hectares. 
Ecologists are concerned with the growth of rates and extent of 
minerals extraction in the Nenets Autonomous Okrug. “Work on 
preparation of justification was carried out with constant partic-
ipation of WWF starting from 2008. We supported the field trip 
to this hardly accessible area of Northern Timan, the environ-
mental expert analysis was carried out – tells Oleg Sutkaitis, the 
Head of WWF Russia Barents Sea Regional Office about the nat-
ural monument establishment process. – This is a very interest-
ing area with rich natural, historical and cultural legacy. It is the 
place where rock remnants have formed – they are unique land 
forms attracting human attention and are the tourists’ Mecca. 
They are samples of frost weathering”.  

The area of Belaya River and its tributaries, three sections of which accommodate the newly estab-
lished natural monument is inhabited by up to 126 kinds of vertebrates, 17 of them red-listed.  Be-
laya River is the spawning site for many valuable and rare species of fish  such as salmon, bulltrout 
and arctic char. 

The area of the established natural monument is inhabited by 78 kinds of bids, 14 of which are also 
included into the Red Book of the Russian Federation and the Nenets Autonomous Okrug.  Among 
those are lesser white-fronted goose and bewick’s swan, white-tailed eagle, gyrfalcon and pere-
grine falcon. The natural monument will also help preserve dwindling reindeer habitats and graz-
ing ranges.
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wwf was the fIrst 
to InItIate coMparIson of 

lonGlIne anD trawl fIshInG 
In the barents sea 

bear patrols follow 
sprInG tracKs 

Study results were reported in March in the framework 
of international exhibition “Sea. Resources. Technolo-
gies” in Murmansk. 
“WWF does not advocate any one and “only right” way of fishing 
– told Stanislav Fomin,  WWF Russia Marine Programme Coordi-
nator. – In this study we show that both trawl and longline have 
their pros and cons which should be taken into account”.

The Fund’s specialists are sure that the study is particularly signif-
icant in the view of latest decisions to upgrade the fleet and pro-
mote coastal fishing. Due to development of oil and gas industry 

WWF and Marine Mammals Council start the tradition-
al spring operation on protection of polar bears and ob-
servation of their migration in the Russian Arctic. 
From the 20th of March by the end of April locals, nature re-
serves inspectors, staff of polar station from the Barents Sea to 
the Bering Strait will carry out observations of polar bear popula-
tions along the Arctic coastal area. 

in the Barents Sea shelf the longline can become the only permitted fishing gear in some fishing ar-
eas. It is evident that managerial decision making must be based on optimal quantitative balance be-
tween trawl and longline fishing fleet. 

The WWF exhibition stand presented another new publication – estimation of bird by-catch during 
longline fishing in the Barents Sea. Apart from communication with the visitors of the event: fishery 
managers, scientists, officials, the experts of the Fund took part in many fishing conferences arranged 
in the framework of the exhibition.

The period from the end of March to April is important time for the host of the Arctic. Dur-
ing these days female polar bears with cubs born in winter leave their cozy snow dens to start 
a long journey across boundless ice fields. To define locations of maternity dens the observers 
will mark all the tracks of the polar bear they may find paying special attention to the tracks of 
female polar bears with cubs. The observers shall not only record the bears’ tracks but also pro-
tect animals from possible poachers.

New WWF publications are available at the website:

http://www.wwf.ru/resources/publ/book/456
http://www.wwf.ru/resources/publ/book/380

report on clIMate peculIarItIes 
In the russIan feDeratIon for 
2010 was presenteD In March 

by roshyDroMet

The Report of Federal Service of Russia on Hydrometeorol-
ogy and Monitoring of the Environment (ref. www.meteorf.
ru, updated version dated 21 March 2011) contains particu-
lar sections addressing the Arctic and permafrost. In polar re-
gion at latitude of above 70° N the year of 2010 was on the 
whole 2.5°C warmer than normal (average values for 1961 – 
1990). The autumn was 3.3°C warmer. The trend is the same 
for 60-70° N area, but it appears weaker and more irregular. 
In particular in the West Siberian inland the year of 2010 was 
even a bit colder than normal. Areas of large positive temper-
ature abnormalities are located predominantly in the eastern 
part of Asian sector (East Siberian and Chukchi areas) and in 
the Canadian Arctic. 
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photo report During Earth Hour in Murmansk the northernmost bike ride there 
took place and the regional government’s, large companies’ and 
leading hotels’ buildings turned their lights off. 

eVents
The 21st issue of Climate Change bulletin was pub-
lished in March. This electronic publication by RosHydroMet 
can by right be called the fullest and most informative publica-
tion for mainstream audience (ref. www.meteorf.ru, news dated 
2 March 2011) which regularly addresses the issues of the Arc-
tic. This issue contains new information about recovery of ozone 
layer of the stratosphere in the Arctic and in the Antarctic. 

The Second meeting of Expert Advisory Group on pres-
ervation and study of the walrus of southeast of the Barents 
sea and adjacent water areas took place on 19 April at the  
P. P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology in Moscow. That time 
oil and gas companies’ representatives, which explore or plan 
to explore shelf, joined to scientists and NGO’s experts. These 
companies already try to research and monitor their licensing 
areas inhabitants such as walrus, whale, dolphin and marine 
birds. According everyone’s opinion, joint work will give much 
more weighty results.
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